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Abstract: Since several Internet of Things (IoT) applications have been widely deployed on unstable
wireless networks, such as the Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), data communication efficiency in DTN
remains a challenge for IoT applications. Vehicular Delay Tolerant Network (VDTN) has become
one of DTN’s potential applications, in which the network experiences connectivity interruption
due to the lack of an end-to-end relay route. VDTNs focus on node cooperation to achieve this goal.
As a result, it is essential to ensure that almost all network nodes adopt the protocol to preserve
network performance. This is a challenging task since nodes may diverge from the basic protocol to
optimize their effectiveness. This article presents an Efficient Monitoring System (EMS) to detect and
respond to just selfish nodes to minimize their entire network and data communication efficacy. The
scheme is based on a network-wide cooperative sharing of node reputation. It is also necessary to
increase overall network efficiency by tracking selfish nodes. The NS-2 simulator is used to run this
experimental setup. Simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme performs better in terms of
probability of package delivery, package delivery delay, energy consumption, and amount of packet
drops. For 80% selfish nodes in the network, the packet delivery of EMS is 37% and 31% better than
SOS and IPS. Similarly, the average delivery delay of EMS is 22% and 18% lower than SOS and IPS
when 80% selfish nodes are incorporated in the network.

Keywords: Internet of Things; VDTNs; selfish nodes; monitoring system; cooperation

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is a new paradigm that involves connecting hand-held
gadgets and everyday devices with sensing, computing, and communication functionality
to create a network. Object recognition and monitoring, sensing information visualization,
security control [2,3], object networking, and other fields of IoT research are all included [4].
With the introduction of IoT, existing networks have become more important for data trans-
fer in IoT applications. On the other hand, several IoT applications are affected by issues
such as insecure wireless, a poorly constructed trust model, and poor mobile networks.
Lack of connectivity, diverse mobility, and prolonged connection disruptions are common
characteristics of IoT systems in urban environments. Such unorganized networks are
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a subset of delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [5–7]. End-to-end communica-
tion between sender and receiver nodes is rare in DTN. If the source node wants to send
messages to the destination node, messages should always be transferred to intermediate
participating nodes using the “store-carry-forward” method due to the interruption of
communication. Furthermore, the time available for intermediate participating nodes to
send messages is minimal. That is why the conventional routing protocols are ineffective
in the “store-carry-forward” framework. As a result, developing effective DTN routing
protocols in several IoT applications presents a serious challenge. One of the most popular
forms of DTN is Vehicular Delay Tolerant Networks (VDTNs). VDTNs [8] are a new type
of vehicular network whose architecture enables connectivity in situations in which an
end-to-end route between the sender and receiver is not possible. VDTNs, like so many
other ad hoc networks, depend on the cooperation and coordination among mobile network
nodes that are used to receive, keep, carry, and forward packets [9,10].

There are three types of nodes in VDTNs, namely, terminal, relay, and mobile nodes.
Terminal nodes are generally located only at the network’s boundary, which is in charge
of massive data processing and connectivity with all other networks, e.g., the internet.
The nodes that are located at road intersections are known as relay nodes. These nodes
expand the number of network interactions and provide a larger amount of data packets
that could be obtained by mobile vehicles in the range. The mobile nodes take routes and
can communicate with the other types of nodes. Unlike other vehicular networks, VDTNs
use two stages to address each communication opportunity: the control plane and the data
plane (providing out-of-band signaling). In the initial phase of a communication opening
by using the control plane, the nodes interchange preliminary information, such as buffer
status, mobility speed, and destination node to establish and maintain services for proper
data package delivery at the data plane. Messages are combined in the data plane and
routed to either a single or several receivers. This out-of-band signaling technique permits
various network technologies to be used in each plane and significantly increases network
efficiency because nodes can decline a communication opportunity depending on the
signaling information, and in general, that would keep resources or avoid data from being
tampered with.

Despite all of the progress made, VDTNs are still coping with the existence of mis-
behaving nodes that do not adopt the specifications and harm the overall network results.
Typically, this type of node takes advantage of and utilizes the services of several other nodes
to serve their interests. The selfish node, for instance, is the one that drops packages without
sending them at least once [11,12]. This type of node often wastes a lot of network resources
and, therefore, can impact the efficiency of well-behaved nodes. This situation necessitates
detecting certain nodes as well as taking measures toward them. Nevertheless, due to the
mobility of vehicles, which enhances the uncertainty of their classification and identification,
this is indeed a complex job. One useful strategy is to provide nodes with intelligent
frameworks that can identify and prevent nodes that behave suspiciously [13–15].

An Efficient Monitoring System (EMS) is introduced in this article to facilitate network
nodes in recognizing selfish nodes. EMS provides a reputation value to every network
node to accomplish this goal. As a result, whenever nodes actively participate in a com-
munication activity, the EMS adjusts their reputation value depending on four subsystems
(nodes categorization, neighborhood assessment, punishment, and recommendation). The
categorization component’s objective is to classify nodes into various types based on their
reputation value. The categorization mechanism computes each node’s cooperation value
by relying on their classification. The cooperation value is sent to the determination com-
ponent, which uses it to penalize or incentivize the nodes based on how cooperative and
collaborative they are. The neighbor’s assessment system handles how neighbors measure
a node’s network reputation. This is done by seeking information regarding their views on
this. The punishment component punishes the selfish nodes for showing selfish behavior
regularly and blacklist such nodes into the network. The recommendation component
adjusts the nodes’ reputation value and relies on the information exchanged by any of
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the other components after a communication opportunity. The EMS can categorize, track,
and take action against such types of nodes. Whenever a selfish or non-cooperative node
is identified, the EMS broadcasts an alert to all the neighbors of the node, enabling the
message to circulate across the network. This alert can notify cooperative nodes that a
newly selfish node has entered the network. The following are the essential points of
this article:

• A summary of the most common credit-based, reputation-based, tit-for-tat-based, and
hybrid-based cooperative communication approaches in vehicular networks.

• A case study demonstrating the negative effect of selfish and misbehavior nodes on
VDTN efficiency using the package delivery probability, packet average delay, energy
consumption, and amount of dropped packages as the evaluation criteria.

• The framework of an EMS is made up of three distinct components to detect and elude
selfish nodes to minimize their effect on cooperative node outcomes.

• Analysis of the presented EMS solution’s effect on VDTN efficiency in terms of package
delivery probability, package average delay, energy consumption, and the amount of
dropped packets.

The remaining article is organized into the following different sections. The overview
of existing incentive techniques is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides a discussion
to illustrate the effect of selfish nodes inside a VDTN network. The efficient monitoring
system and its implementation in VDTNs are described in Section 4. In Section 5, the
experimental results are presented. Lastly, the article is concluded, and future works are
discussed in Section 6.

2. Related Works

The automobile and research communities have been directly contributing to vehicle
communications in recent years [16–24]. As a result, node cooperation has become the
main consideration, and many techniques to encourage node cooperation were suggested.
Several of the existing strategies for vehicle-to-vehicle cooperation tend to focus on Mobile
Ad Hoc Network techniques that divide cooperation strategies into four categories: credit-
based [25], reputation-based [26–28], tit-for-tat based [29], and hybrid-based [30].

The credit-based approach is founded on the notion whereby network nodes can
access network resources using a virtual currency; for instance, the node should pay to
obtain or use network services, and thus nodes are rewarded for providing or sharing
those services with all other network nodes. Reputation-based strategies, on the other
hand, are using a tracking method to identify misbehavior nodes. They then send out
an alert message across the network to notify all nodes of the existence of these types of
nodes. This alert message is used by nodes to prevent or take action toward selfish or
misbehaving nodes (e.g., punishing or encouraging them). The tit-for-tat strategies are
also the most famous methods since these are very straightforward. Each node throughout
these approaches forwards messages to its neighbors in the same way that the neighbors
forward messages to it. In hybrid-based techniques, both credit-based and reputation-
based strategies are combined to encourage nodes for cooperation within a network. This
section summarizes and addresses the major contributions to all cooperative techniques for
vehicular networks by separating them into credit-based, reputation-based, tit-for-tat, and
hybrid-based strategies. The following are the credit-based strategies used for cooperation.

Chen et al. [31] proposed a secure credit-based approach called the earliest path singular
rewarding (EPSR) scheme to encourage selfish and malicious nodes to actively take part in
the packet forwarding in non-cooperative DTN. In this scheme, credit is awarded to the
selfish and malicious nodes by showing cooperation with all other nodes in the network.
Seregina et al. [32] proposed a reward-based incentive strategy to handle the issue of
selfishness in DTN. In this strategy, the relay nodes are given payment after successfully
delivering packets from the source to the destination. Sharah et al. [33] proposed a credit-
based scheme to tackle the problem of selfishness in MANETs. They introduce a slave mode
selfish dynamic punishment strategy that uses a cooperative repeated game to prevent
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selfish conduct in MANET and encourage selfish nodes for cooperation. The approach is
used to impose a cooperative punishment on all network nodes to fatigue the punished
node and encourage it to collaborate with other participants. SCR is a routing protocol
proposed by Haigang et al. [34] for vehicular networks. This routing system is based on the
concept of social contribution and is capable of dealing with selfish or misbehaving nodes.
SCR incorporates two criteria for making forwarding decisions: delivery likelihood and a
network node’s social contributions. The social connection is generated by reciprocal and
communal contributions, while the probability of node delivery is estimated, relying on the
social affiliations among nodes. The social impact is often considered to encourage selfish
nodes to communicate, cooperate and share their resources. Jiang et al. [35] introduce
a secure credit-based incentive strategy (SCIS) for single-copy routing in opportunistic
networks to deal with the problem of selfishness. The technique is reward compatible and,
therefore, can successfully imitate selfish nodes forwarding messages cooperatively. The
following are the reputation-based strategies used for cooperation.

Rehman et al. [27] proposed an honesty-based democratic scheme to motivate selfish
nodes to cooperate in the internet of things-based vehicular delay-tolerant networks. In the
democratic process, different leaders such as cluster head, incentive head, and monitoring
head are elected based on two important characteristics such as honesty level and coop-
eration. These elected heads perform different roles inside the cluster. Loudari et al. [36]
proposed a novel reputation mechanism called Distributed Approach for Selfishness Han-
dling (DASH) in a DTN to cope with selfish nodes. Instead of permanently removing the
selfish nodes from the network, they seek to prevent communication with them until they
collaborate once more. As a result, selfish nodes are given the chance to adjust their behav-
ior, assist in package forwarding and, therefore, enhance the performance of the network.
Rehman et al. [28] proposed a socially omitting selfishness (SOS) scheme to handle the issue
of selfishness in smart and connected communities in IoT. This scheme uses the extended
version of the Dempster–Shafer model to discourage selfish nodes in the communities.
When the nodes show selfish behavior repeatedly, such nodes are also penalized in the
form of removal from the community. Park et al. [37] presented a long-term reputation
system that focuses its effectiveness on regular evaluations of roadside infrastructure. This
concept describes car reputation scores by observing approaching vehicles regularly. To
achieve this, the approach needs the use of a private and verified credential for vehicles.
Dias et al. [38] proposed a reputation system for VDTNs. To distinguish the mobile selfish
nodes from the cooperative nodes, this model employs a reputation criterion. A node is
characterized as a cooperative node if its reputation score exceeds the reputation criterion;
otherwise, it is designated as a selfish node. The following are the tit-for-tat strategies used
for cooperation.

Wahab et al. [39] proposed the Dempster–Shafer-based tit-for-tat technique using a
QoS-OLSR protocol to deal with the issue of vehicle cooperation in a VANET with selfish
nodes. QoS-OLSR is one of the proactive protocols that evaluate the nodes’ Quality of Service
(QoS) when electing cluster heads and picking MPR nodes. Cluster heads and MPRs can
behave badly on the road. To study the connection between vehicles, traditional and helpful
tit-for-tat is introduced. Al-Terri et al. [40] introduced two collaborative-based tit-for-tat
approaches called Group Reputation and Cooperative Detection strategies. Both techniques
can strengthen the determination to identify misbehavior and therefore improve MAC-layer
cooperation in VANETs. The reputation of the node’s neighbors is combined in the Group
Reputation tit-for-tat technique, whereas the reputation of the node’s neighbors is grouped
in the Cooperative Detection tit-for-tat approach. The following are the hybrid incentive
strategies used for cooperation.

Charilas et al. [41] proposed a new hybrid reward system called ICARUS that relies on
DARWIN, a popular reputation-based system that combines the benefits of both reputation-
based and credit-based mechanisms. ICARUS aims to successfully identify and punish
selfish nodes and also motivate nodes to cooperate by encouraging packet forwarding.
Moreover, ICARUS guarantees that different nodes are treated equally and that selfish nodes
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do not compromise the system by providing false information. Wang et al. [42] proposed a
reputation-based credit model (RCM). It is a new hybrid reward framework that incorporates
payment risk relying on reputation.

In the non-cooperation game, when associated with a routing cost paradigm neigh-
boring nodes gain a Nash equilibrium that strategically offers a reasonable decision on the
assignment of routing activities for transmitters within an appropriate incentive.

Different incentive-based schemes have been discussed in the literature. However, no
mechanisms for identifying selfish nodes to better understand their impact on the network
were taken into consideration. In this article, an Efficient Monitoring System (EMS) is pre-
sented to help network nodes identify selfish nodes. To do this, EMS assigns a reputation
value to each network node. Therefore, the EMS modifies a node’s reputation value anytime
it actively engages in a communication process based on four subsystems (nodes catego-
rization, neighborhood assessment, punishment, and recommendation). Table 1 shows the
summary of all the strategies discussed in the related works.

Table 1. Summary of all the strategies used in related works.

Article & Authors Contributions Disadvantages Advantages

Rehman et al. [26]
Proposed an Incentive and Punishment
Scheme (IPS) to deal with the problem of
selfishness in the Internet of Vehicles (IoV)

Whenever the number of selfish
nodes increases, its
performance degrades

A proper solution for a
weight-tie problem

Rehman et al. [28] Proposed a Socially Omitting Selfishness (SOS)
scheme to handle the issue of selfishness No categorization of selfish nodes It can be used for both intra and

inter-communities

Chen et al. [31]

Proposed a secure credit-based approach
called the earliest path singular rewarding
(EPSR) scheme to encourage selfish nodes
for cooperation

No incentive differentiation (fixed
incentive to all nodes)

The reputation score of a node is
increased only when it
successfully delivered the bundles

Seregina et al. [32] Proposed a reward-based incentive strategy to
handle the issue of selfishness

Performance degrades when
selfish nodes in the
network increases

The relay nodes are given
payment after successful delivery

Sharah et al. [33] Credit-Based scheme to tackle the problem
of selfishness

Strict Punishment (node once
punished cannot join the
network again)

Warning node for showing selfish
behavior for the first time

Haigang et al. [34] Proposed a routing scheme called SCR to
handle the issue of selfishness

Nodes with higher threshold
reputations may be expelled as
they are not qualified

Nodes are encouraged to
cooperate socially

Jiang et al. [35]
Introduce a Secure Credit-Based Incentive
Strategy (SCIS) for single-copy routing
in opportunistic

Individual selfishness (nodes do
not share their resources
with anyone)

Social selfishness (nodes share
their resources with all other
nodes to whom it has a
social relationship )

Loudari et al. [36]
Proposed a novel reputation mechanism called
Distributed Approach for Selfishness
Handling (DASH) in a DTN

Ignore selfish behaviors such as
manipulation and
self-centeredness, etc.

Selfish node detection message is
broadcasted to all other nodes in
the network

Park et al. [37] Presented a long-term reputation system
for selfishness

It does not determine the
collusion among nodes Message encryption

Dias et al. [38] Proposed a reputation system to deal with the
issue of selfishness in VDTNs

Sometimes watchdog nodes can
also be selfish

Watchdog nodes constantly check
the behavior of all other nodes

Wahab et al. [39] Proposed the dempster–Shafer based tit-for-tat
technique using QoS-OLSR protocol High overhead Encourage truth-telling using

Dempster–Shafer Model

Al-Terri et al. [40]
Introduced two collaborative-based tit-for-tat
approaches called Group Reputation and
Cooperative Detection

Nothing for omitting selfishness Improve MAC-layer cooperation
in VANETs

Charilas et al. [41] Proposed a hybrid reward system
called ICARUS Fixed incentive Nodes are treated equally

Wang et al. [42] Proposed a reputation-based credit model
(RCM) for Selfishness

Each node needed its memory to
maintain the reputation file

Encouraged more nodes
for cooperation
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3. Problem Statement

The issue of misbehaving and selfish nodes, which leads to network efficiency dete-
rioration when no measures are taken against them, is addressed in this article. A case
study was performed that used the NS2 simulation tool [43] to demonstrate the effect
of these nodes on the output of VDTNs. A map-based depiction (4000× 3200 m2) is in-
cluded in the simulation. During a 48-hour simulation, these network nodes interact via
IEEE 802.11b (at 8 Mbps) and Omni-directional antennas with a communication range of
300 m. Ten terminal nodes, including a buffer capacity of 120 MB, serve as traffic sources
and sinks. There were five relay nodes located at five road crossing points to increase the
number of network connections. Each relay does have a 120 MB buffer space. A group of
25 to 120 mobile nodes travels across map paths at a speed of 40 km/h with a buffer space of
60 megabytes. The amount of selfish nodes begins at 0% (when there are no selfish nodes)
and progressively increases up to 80% of all the nodes throughout the entire simulations
(20 for each juncture). No selfish node identification frameworks were taken into account
to better explain their effect on the network.

The work begins with the assessment of the effect of selfish nodes on the percentage
of bundles distributed that can be seen in Figure 1a. As can be shown, the number of
distribution packages gradually decreases when the number of selfish nodes increases rapidly.
This activity emphasizes the significance of identifying such nodes so that measures can be
taken toward them (e.g., punishing selfish nodes). These selfish nodes affect the time it takes
for packages to reach their intended destination. This occurs because selfish nodes compel
cooperative nodes to almost double their efforts to produce packages. Cooperative nodes,
for instance, will also have to deliver packages for longer periods before delivering them
to their intended destination or some cooperative node. The time it takes for a package
to move in between the source and recipient nodes would increase dramatically in this
process, as can be seen in Figure 1b. Buffer congestion occurs when packages are placed
on nodes over long periods, causing a greater ratio of dropped packages because nodes
should keep their cooperative activities to not diverge from the underlying protocol. Nodes
can, however, drop packages and thus save resources and sustain the integrity of data. The
presence of selfish nodes within a network does have a significant effect not just on several
nodes but also on routing schemes.

The energy consumption parameter, which represents a routing protocol’s energy
efficiency, can be seen in Figure 1c. As can be shown, the presence of selfish nodes within
a network increases the routing protocol energy consumption substantially, owing to
inadequate network efficiency. The number of packages dropped as a result of the presence
of selfish nodes can be seen in Figure 1d. The implications of selfish nodes within the
network, as mentioned in this section of the article, could result in a disastrous scenario that
can be seen in Figure 1. For this, it is essential to provide nodes with specialized models
that can identify and prevent any misbehaving or selfish node. As a result, an EMS for
VDTNs is introduced as a solution for coping with the existence of such selfish nodes in
the network.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Cont.
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(c) (d)
Figure 1. Influence of selfish nodes on all four performance metrics. (a) Package Delivery Probability;
(b) Package Delivery Delay; (c) Average Energy Consumption; (d) Number of Dropped Packages.

4. Proposed Efficient Monitoring System (EMS)

The key characteristics of the EMS developed for VDTNs are presented in this section.
The major purpose of the EMS is to provide VDTN nodes in the network with an efficient
approach for detecting nodes that deviate from the protocol.

4.1. Basic Concepts

Every network node in the EMS does have a reputation value (γ) that can be used
to calculate the number of resources that nodes can exchange with the other nodes in the
network (for instance, buffer needed to keep packages from others or communication time
spent forwarding packages from others). At first, this value is 45; however, that may vary
between 0 and 100 over time. The nodes in EMS can contact one another.

Nodes share information regarding their system efficiency (e.g., number of relayed,
dropped, and forwarded packages) at each encounter, allowing nodes to analyze one
another. Such information is often received by EMS, which will preserve data on every net-
work node’s performance. The EMS thereafter changes each cooperating node’s reputation
value based on three separate values at each interaction opportunity. A cooperative value
is given by the monitoring node (CVM), a node reputation value viewed by neighbors
(RVN), as well as a node reputation value noticed by the node on its own (RVI). The
EMS comprises four main components to produce these values: a node categorization
component, a neighborhood assessment subsystem, a punishment component, and a deter-
mination subsystem. The overall structure of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 2.
The notations used in this article are shown in Table 2.

4.2. The Node Categorization Component

The categorization component’s major purpose is to categorize nodes based on their
effect on the entire network performance. This component handles a categorization table
that stores a record of every network node and is refreshed after each encounter opportunity
to accomplish this task. Each record does have a unique ID that specifies a node, as well as
the most recent reputation value computed by EMS and its cooperative value (CVM). The
cooperative value of a node n is obtained using Equation (1).
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CVMi = η × ∆i (1)

where η is the node efficiency factor and ∆ denotes the punctuation assigned to node i by
the categorization unit. A node efficiency factor is a number that indicates how well each
node performs inside the network. The categorization component employs Equations (2)
and (3) to determine this value, whereas TRPm is the total number of relayed packages
from node m, TFPm is the total number of packages that node m has recently forwarded,
and TDPm is the number of packages that node m has previously discarded.

y = ΣN
m=1(TRPm − TFPm) (2)

z = ΣN
m=1(TRPm − TDPm) (3)

Taking into account Equations (4) and (5), this value is adjusted to range around [0, 1].

η1 =
y− ymin

ymax − ymin
(4)

η2 =
z− zmin

zmax − zmin
(5)

The categorization component calculates the punctuation assigned to nodes ∆ depend-
ing on their classification. Based on their reputation value, nodes can be categorized into
five types. To compute ∆, presume Equation (6), where j is a fixed value derived from the
monitoring of a node’s reputation value, which can be seen in Table 3, and ω is a constant
established by the EMS as the criterion for rewarding or penalizing nodes based on their
cooperative attitude.

∆i = j×ω (6)

Table 2. Notations used in the Proposed Scheme.

Notations Description

CVM Cooperative value given by monitoring node
RVN Node reputation viewed by neighbors
RVI Own reputation value of a node
η Node efficiency factor
∆ Punctuation assigned to node i by the categorization unit.
λ1 weight variable
λ2 weight variable
ψ Node findings in the range [0, 1]
N Neighbor node
Rv Neighbor view on node reputation
γ Node reputation viewed by neighbors
ONi Neighboring nodes that can verify the behavior of node i
Oi is the observation on selfish node i
PNi Punishment to node i
ω Constant established by the EMS (rewarding or penalizing nodes)
TRPm Total number of relayed packages
TFPm Total number of packages that node m has recently forwarded
TDPm Number of packages that node m has previously discarded.
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Figure 2. Overall Structure of Proposed Scheme.

Table 3. Value of constant j according to classification of node in EMS.

Value of j Type of Node Reputation Value (γ)

−1.0 Selfish γ < 10
−0.5 Doubtful 10 ≤ γ ≤ 40
0.0 Normal 40 < γ ≤ 50
0.5 Partially Cooperative 50 < γ ≤ 75
1.0 Fully Cooperative γ > 75

The detail of the categorization component is presented in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm,
the first monitoring node determines the CVM of each node in the network. The CVM
is based on two things: (1) relayed packages for nodes (2) discarding packages for nodes.
After this, the reputation of each node is computed. Based on the reputation value, the
node can be classified into one of the five classes. The flow chart for the categorization
component is shown in Figure 3.
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Number of nodes n

Start

if(g<10)

if(10£g£40)

if(40<g£50)

g>75

50<g£75

Exit

Compute Reputation
Value (g)

Selfish

Fully Cooperative

Partially
Cooperative

Normal

Doubtful

True

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False

False

Figure 3. Flowchart of the Categorization Component.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Categorization Component.
INPUT: Number of Nodes n
OUTPUT: Nodes Classification

1: for i = 1 : n do
2: Compute CVM of node
3: CVMi = η × ∆i
4: if Node relayed packages for a node m then
5: y = ΣN

m=1(TRPm − TFPm)

6: η1 = y−ymin
ymax−ymin

7: else
8: if Node discard packages for a node m then
9: z = ΣN

m=1(TRPm − TDPm)

10: η2 = z−zmin
zmax−zmin

11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: for all j ∈ n do
15: Compute reputation value γ of each node
16: if γ < 10 then
17: Node ==’Selfish’
18: else
19: if 10 ≤ γ ≤ 40 then
20: Node==’Doubtful’
21: else
22: if 40 < γ ≤ 50 then
23: Node==’Normal’
24: else
25: if 50 < γ ≤ 75 then
26: Node==’Partially Cooperative’
27: else
28: Node==’Fully Cooperative’
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: End

4.3. Neighbor’s Assessment Component

This component’s primary goal is to share reputations with immediate neighbors. The
RVN value of each node is computed by the neighbor assessment component. Equation (7)
can be used to compute the RVN value. This component of EMS comprises two types
of tables; namely, information table ITable and references table RTable. Each entry in ITable
comprises a node ID and the RVN value for that node. This component uses three differ-
ent types of messages to share reputations with its neighbors, namely Reputationrequest,
Reputationreply message, and ALARMmessage. The neighbor’s assessment component asks
N neighbors to offer their comments on the member nodes at each communication op-
portunity through Reputationrequest message. The RVN value for the node responding
to the neighbor’s assessment component query is returned by these neighbors through
Reputationreply message. These values are saved in the RTable, which each neighbor is re-
sponsible for maintaining throughout its time on the network. The ALARMmessage message
is sent to neighbors regarding a node who performs selfish behavior repeatedly and is
currently punished. Each time a neighbor makes direct communication with a node i, the
RVN value of a such node is updated.
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RVNi =
ΣN

n=1Rv

N
(7)

The detail of the neighbor’s module is discussed in Algorithm 2. In this algorithm,
nodes send requests to obtain the reputation of certain nodes from their neighbor’s nodes.
The neighbor node checks the reputation of nodes in Re fTable and its view on the repu-
tation of those specific nodes. After sending replymessage, the neighbor’s node updates
the RTable.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Neighbor’s Assessment Component
INPUT: N neighbor’s to determine node i
OUTPUT: RVN of node i

1: view=0;
2: node send Reputationrequest to its neighbor’s
3: for each node i ∈ N do
4: veiw = view + nodei(RVN)
5: RVN = view

N
6: Neighbor’s send back Reputationreply to node asked reputation of nodei
7: update RTable
8: update ITable
9: end for

10: End

4.4. Punishment Component

In this component of the proposed scheme, the behavior of the nodes is constantly
checked by the monitoring nodes. If the behavior of the nodes is found to be selfish for
the first time, it warned such nodes in the network. However, when selfish nodes behave
selfishly repeatedly, then nodes are punished in the form of exclusion from the network
and their reputation value is decreased. The punishment given to selfish nodes can be
calculated by using Equation (8).

PNi = λ1ONi + λ2Oi (8)

where PNi is the punishment to node i, ONi is the neighboring node that can verify the
behavior of node i, and Oi is the observation on selfish node i. λ1 and λ2 are weight
variables, and λ1+λ2= 1. These weight variables could be included to support and create
flexibility only for the node punishment feature, where λ1 helps to measure the supporting
variable appropriate for a node’s number of neighbors and λ2 gives a weight value for
the set of observations created by neighbors. A selfish node is identified as one with a
reputation value of less than 10. This sends out a warning to all the neighbors of the
node, allowing this to propagate throughout the network. Collecting this warning message
indicates that a node has been labeled as selfish and should be submitted to a node’s
blacklist. The network ignores and discards nodes on the blacklist. The flow chart of the
punishment component is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Flow Chart of the Punishment Component.

4.5. Recommendation Component

The recommendation component considers the information provided by the catego-
rization component CVM, the neighbor’s assessment system RVN, and the reputation
value obtained by the node of its own to change the reputation value γ of a network
node only at the end of a communication period RVI. The RVI is obtained through an
interface that interacts with each network node’s VDTN reputation mechanism. The nodes
may generate a view of their outcomes using this reputation method. The truly new
node’s reputation score (γi) is determined by adding all three values together, as shown in
Equation (9).

γi = ψRVIi + (1− ψ)RVNi + CVMi (9)

where ψ is a number within a range [0, 1] that indicates how much the EMS believes the
node’s findings. The recommendation component sends all nodes’ reputation values to the
categorization component that updates its categorization table until recalculating nodes γ.
Nodes are also notified of their new reputation values by the EMS. Table 4 shows the
comparison of the proposed system with other schemes.
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Table 4. Comparison of the proposed system with other schemes.

Article & Authors Contributions Weaknesses Comparison with EMS

Chen et al. [31]

Proposed a secure credit-based approach
called the earliest path singular rewarding
(EPSR) scheme to encourage selfish nodes for
cooperation

No incentive differentiation (fixed
incentive to all nodes)

Variable incentives (depends on
the degree of cooperation)

Sharah et al. [33] Credit-based scheme to tackle the problem
of selfishness

Strict punishment (Node once
punished can not join the
network again)

Warn node for showing selfish
behavior for the first time

Jiang et al. [35]

Introduce a Secure Credit-Based Incentive
Strategy (SCIS) for single-copy routing in
opportunistic networks to deal with the
problem of selfishness

Individual selfishness (nodes do
not share their resources
with anyone)

Social selfishness (nodes share
their resources with all other
nodes to whom it has a
social relationship )

Rehman et al. [28]
proposed a Socially Omitting Selfishness (SOS)
scheme to handle the issue of selfishness in
smart and connected communities in IoT

No categorization of selfish nodes Selfish nodes are
properly categorized

Dias et al. [38] Proposed a reputation system to deal with the
issue of selfishness in VDTNs

Sometimes watchdog nodes can
also be selfish

Monitoring nodes are also
properly monitored by the other
nodes in the network

Rehman et al. [26]
Proposed an Incentive and Punishment
Scheme (IPS) to deal with the problem of
selfishness in the Internet of Vehicles (IoV)

Whenever the number of selfish
nodes increases, its
performance degrades

It performs better in the case of
increasing selfish nodes in
the network

5. Performance Evaluation

The proposed Efficient Monitoring System has been thoroughly evaluated, and its
efficiency has been examined using NS-2. The NS-2 is only a discrete event-driven network
simulation tool for studying how dynamic communication networks exist. Regarding
simulating various protocols via wired and wireless networks, NS-2 offers comprehensive
support. With support for various network components, protocols, traffic patterns, and
routing types, it offers a highly adaptable framework for wired and wireless simulations.
The major goal of this work is to see how effective the suggested monitoring is in detecting
selfish nodes inside the network and how it helps the entire network improve in perfor-
mance. The Incentive and Punishment Scheme (IPS) [26] and Socially Omitting Selfishness
(SOS) [28] are used as a benchmark in this work. The performance metrics considered
for simulations are package delivery probability, delivery delay, energy consumption,
and the number of packet drops. Table 5 shows all the performance parameters used in
the simulation.

Table 5. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Simulation Area 4000× 3200 m2

Node Communication IEEE 802.11b
Transmission Range 300 m
Number of nodes 120
Number of Relay Nodes 05
Number of Terminal Nodes 10
Comparison Proposed System compared with IPS and SOS Schemes
Simulation Time 48 h
Average Speed 40 km/h
Malicious Activity 0% to 80%
Terminal Nodes Buffer Capacity 120 MB
Relay Node Buffer Capacity 120 MB
Variation in Nodes 20 to 100
Size of Package [50, 650] KB
Package TTL 320 min
Interval for Package Generation [20, 30] s
Traffic Source CBR
Packet Protocol TCP
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The EMS was implemented in similar system parameters as in the Section 3 test
case. Whenever the EMS is compared to a situation where there are no selfish nodes, and
monitoring is done under similar circumstances, the overall network performance can
be compared.

5.1. Impact of Selfish Nodes on All Performance Metrics

The observed results of the EMS technique were compared to techniques that did not
undertake selfish node detection to determine the performance of the proposed EMS, as
shown in Figure 1. The percentage of delivered packages is the first step in this investigation.
As seen in Figure 5a, the package delivery probability decreases as the number of selfish
nodes grow. The EMS, on the other hand, attempts to mitigate the negative effects of
selfish nodes. This can be verified by comparing the package delivery probability of
EMS with those methods that take no measures towards selfish nodes. When analyzing
both techniques when 20% of nodes behave selfishly, as can be seen in Figure 1, the EMS
enhances package delivery probability by about 28%, 23%, 25%, 27%, 28%, 26%, 34%, 32%,
and 33% (for 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 mobile nodes, respectively).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Impact of a Varying Number of Selfish Nodes. (a) Package Delivery Probability; (b) Package
Delivery Delay; (c) Energy Consumption; (d) Number of Dropped Packages.

Moreover, in the worst-case sort of situation (80% selfish nodes), EMS helps to mini-
mize the effect of selfish nodes, which will increase package delivery probability by 12%,
12%, 14%, 13%, 13%, 13%, 13%, 12%, and 12% (for 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 mobile
nodes, respectively), particularly in comparison to a method that takes no action against
selfish nodes. EMS is not just useful when there are selfish nodes in the network. When
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compared and contrasted to a strategy where no reward is offered to cooperative nodes
(i.e., nodes that do not deviate from the policy), the suggested cooperative scheme also
helps to enhance the package delivery probability that can be seen in Figure 1a. The EMS
then improves the package delivery probability by roughly 14%, 15%, 15%, 16%, 16%,
16%, 15%, 15%, and 16% (for a number of mobile nodes of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, respectively). This is because, in the EMS scheme, there are N nodes to exchange
their views on other nodes’ routing behavior with one another, allowing them to identify a
substantial percentage of selfish nodes.

When compared to a technique for which no selfish node identification is conducted,
which can be seen in Figure 1b, the EMS also obtains good results in terms of the package
average delivery delay, as shown in Figure 5b. It indicates that EMS can send packages
faster, which is much more obvious when the network has 60 or more mobile nodes. When
20% of selfish nodes are taken into account, the EMS delivers packages usually 22, 22,
22, 21, 21, and 21 min earlier (for 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 mobile nodes, respectively).
Furthermore, in the worst-case situation (80% selfish nodes), the EMS handles packages that
arrive 15, 15, 18, 18, 18, and 21 min earlier. It takes a very long time for a package to reach the
destination node when the amount of selfish nodes grows in the network. When there is a
selfish node in the network, packages will be discarded or significantly delayed, forcing the
network to re-transmit the data packets. Re-sending data packets wastes network power,
shortens the lifetime of the network and increases packet delivery delay. The package
delivery delay is minimized in EMS because selfish nodes are detected quickly.

The effectiveness of the EMS is examined in terms of energy consumption and package
drop rate. For such a reason, the energy is taken into account first. The energy consumption
does not vary considerably as a result of the EMS strategy, as shown in Figure 5c, despite
the rise in the number of selfish nodes. When compared to the results obtained when
no measures are taken over selfish nodes, as shown in Figure 1c, this is a substantial
improvement. The EMS reduces the energy consumption by nearly 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9,
and 9 packages (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 mobile nodes, respectively) in the
worst-case situation (80% of nodes behaving selfishly). This occurs as a result of EMS
rewarding nodes for their cooperation, encouraging cooperative nodes to exchange much
more resources. In terms of dropped packages, as seen in Figure 5d, the EMS helps to
reduce dropped packages for all the other examined selfish node percentages. Particularly,
in comparison to a similar strategy without any selfish node detection, the EMS drops 200,
200, 250, 250, 250, 260, 260, 265, and 265 bundles for the 20% strategy, as shown in Figure 1d.
The EMS can discard fewer than 500, 512, 500, 560, 566, 567, 567, 570, and 570 packages in
the worst-case situation. By monitoring the existence of selfish nodes and minimizing their
interaction with cooperative nodes, the EMS can reduce network resources (such as buffer
storage space). This saves resources for cooperative nodes that only use them to forward
packages to certain other cooperative nodes. It is also due to the reason that many packets
are transferred among the nodes; whenever the number of selfish nodes inside the network
is significant, more energy is required to identify selfish nodes. The suggested method can
identify selfish nodes in shorter durations, resulting in fewer packet drops and less energy
consumed when re-sending packets via the network.

5.2. Comparison of EMS, IPS and SOS Schemes for Selfish Nodes of 20% to 80%

In this section, the performance of the proposed system is compared with the existing
scheme, namely IPS and SOS, for different percentages of selfish nodes. In the first case,
20% of selfish nodes are taken. In this case, the packet delivery probability of the proposed
scheme EMS, IPS, and SOS are 52%, 33%, and 29%, respectively, 31% and 37% higher than
IPS and SOS, as seen in the Figure 6a. In another case, 80% of selfish nodes are taken. Here,
the packet delivery probability of EMS, IPS, and SOS is 24%, 19%, and 15%, which is still
9% and 15% better than IPS and SOS.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Comparison of EMS, IPS, and SOS schemes for Selfish Nodes of 20% to 80%. (a) Packet Delivery
Probability; (b) Packet Delivery Delay; (c) Energy Consumption; (d) Number of Dropped Packages.

As shown in Figure 6b–d, the packet delivery delay, energy consumption, and the
number of packages dropped in the Proposed EMS scheme is lower. For 20% selfish nodes,
the packet delivery delay of EMS, IPS, and SOS is 120, 127, and 190 min, which is 2%
and 23% lower than IPS and SOS. While taking 80% selfish nodes, the packet delivery
delay of the EMS, IPS, and SOS is 160, 215, and 225 min, respectively, which is 18% and
22% lower than IPS and SOS. In Figure 6c, the energy consumption of the EMS, IPS, and
SOS schemes is 35, 55, and 65 joules, respectively, which is 23% and 37% lower than IPS
and SOS when 20% of nodes are behaving selfishly in the network. Similarly, for 80%
selfish nodes, the energy consumption of the EMS, IPS, and SOS schemes is 45, 65, and
75 joules, respectively, which is 25% and 37% lower than IPS and SOS. In addition, for 20%
of nodes behaving selfishly in the network, the number of dropped packages for the EMS,
IPS, and SOS schemes is 4500, 6200, and 7800, respectively, as shown in Figure 6d, which
is 17% and 33% lower than IPS and SOS. Similarly, for 80% selfish nodes, the number of
dropped packages of the EMS, IPS, and SOS schemes is 6500, 6700, and 8100, respectively,
which is 2% and 16% lower than IPS and SOS. The main reason for this is that the EMS
approach enables selfish nodes to partake in packet forwarding, hence preventing selfish
behavior. The other two strategies did not go into detail about how selfishness affects the
network. Furthermore, the nodes show cooperativeness in the network due to the fear of
punishment. Furthermore, the findings demonstrate that the EMS scheme can accurately
handle a huge variety of selfish nodes by permitting them to collaborate in a network to
improve network performance.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

To cope with the existence of selfish or non-cooperative nodes in a network, this
article developed an EMS for VDTNs. This type of node has a significant impact on the
entire network efficiency and may compromise cooperative node effectiveness because they
consume resources (such as energy, memory, and buffer) from other network nodes to meet
their demands. Such nodes are regarded as nodes having reputation values less than 10 as
they decline packets immediately after reception. The EMS depends on the cooperative
transfer of values used for nodes’ reputation, as well as the four modules (categorization,
neighbor assessment, punishment, and recommendation) to find and eliminate the selfish
nodes from the entire network.

The results of the proposed EMS are conducted in the NS2 simulation tool, which
shows that EMS is effective at reducing the impact of selfish nodes on the performance of
the entire network. The EMS is compared with two other existing schemes, namely IPS and
SOS. The EMS surpasses the benchmark schemes in terms of packet delivery probability,
package delivery delay, energy consumption, and the number of dropped packages. We
plan to expand this monitoring system for energy-constrained selfish VDTNs in the future.
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